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Abstract
The construction of an accurate approximation of the -pseudospectrum of a matrix by
means of the standard grid method is a very demanding computational task. In this paper, we
describe Cobra, a domain-based method for the computation of pseudospectra that combines
predictor corrector path following with a one-dimensional grid. The algorithm oers large and
medium grain parallelism and becomes particularly attractive when we seek ®ne resolution of
the pseudospectrum boundary. We implement Cobra using standard LAPACK components
and show that it is more robust than the existing path following technique and faster than it
and the traditional grid method. Cobra is also combined with a partial SVD algorithm to
produce an eective parallel method for computing the matrix pseudospectrum. Ó 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Path following; Matrix pseudospectrum; Parallel computing; Singular value decomposition;
Partial SVD; Shared-memory multiprocessors; NUMA; SGI Origin

1. Introduction
The -pseudospectrum of a matrix A 2 Cnn , de®ned as
K A  fz : z 2 K A  E for some E 2 Cnn with kEk 6 g

1

and equivalently by
q
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K A  fz : rmin zI

A 6 g;

2

where symbols K  and rmin  denote the spectrum and the smallest singular value
of their matrix arguments, has become a tool for the investigation of the behavior of
several (non-normal) matrix-dependent algorithms, ranging from iterative methods
for large linear systems to time-stepping algorithms [9]. We note, for instance, the
inclusion of speci®c functions to that eect (ps and pscont) in the popular Test
Matrix Toolbox of MATLAB [7]; the former uses de®nition (1) and the latter definition (2). Computing the pseudospectrum, however, is signi®cantly more expensive
than computing traditional characteristics such as the condition number, the norm,
the eigenvalues and the singular values. This is illustrated in Figs. 1(left) and (right),
where we apply the functions ps and pscont on a small problem, in particular the
matrix kahan of order n  50 from the previously mentioned toolbox. The ®gures
depict the pseudospectra and the associated costs (in millions of MATLAB flops)
for each plot. For comparison, the costs of the full SVD and full eigendecomposition
of A zI for some z 2 C were 1.5 and 1.6 M(illion), respectively.
The standard reference method for pseudospectra is based on de®nition (2); we
call it GRID and note that it estimates K at a region of the complex plane X by ®rst
discretizing the region with a grid Xh , then computing rmin zk I A for all zk 2 Xh
and ®nally plotting the -contours. Therefore, its cost can be modeled by
TGRID  jXh jCrmin , where jXh j denotes the number of points of the grid and Crmin is the
average cost for extracting the rmin . Methods that attempt to reduce costs have
typically fallen in one of the following two categories.
Domain-oriented. Methods that attempt to reduce jXh j by exploiting properties of
the -contours and the shape of the pseudospectrum domain.
Matrix-oriented. Methods that attempt to reduce Crmin at each point.

–
–
–
–

–

–
–

–

–

Fig. 1. Illustrations of pseudospectra for the kahan matrix of order n  50 computed using MATLAB
Test Matrix Toolbox functions ps (left) and pscont (right). The left ®gure shows the eigenvalues of
matrix A  Ej for random perturbations Ej 2 C5050 ; j  1; . . . ; 20, where kEj k2 6 10 3 and the right ®gure
shows the level curves from a 40  40 grid de®ned by fz : rmin zI A 6 g for   10 1 down to 10 10 .
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In this paper, we focus on the former category and point the reader to the recent
review [10] for a comprehensive survey. Our starting point is the domain-oriented
technique proposed by Br
uhl in [4]. This exploits the fact that the pseudospectrum
K A can be obtained by tracing the corresponding boundary curve(s) oK A. It is
thus enough to solve the following:
Problem PSe: Given A 2 Cnn and  > 0, compute oK A  fz j rmin zI

A  g.

Br
uhl's idea was to use predictor±corrector path following to trace the pseudospectrum curve and thus oers the potential for large computational savings compared to GRID. As Br
uhl and others have reported, however, (i) the method is not
always reliable, and (ii) it oers no opportunities for parallelism other than those
inherent in the SVD. The contribution of this paper is Cobra, a method that oers
increased reliability and large-grain parallelism. As we will see, the two advantages
of the method are tightly coupled: large-grain parallelism is a consequence of the
steps taken to improve reliability and vice-versa. Cobra is based on a hybrid of path
following and GRID. It uses a small, moving one-dimensional grid that follows oK
almost like the neck of a cobra that follows the movements of its prey. We refer to
[2], an on-line version of this work for some of the omitted technical details.
Section 2 reviews predictor±corrector path following for pseudospectra and then
describes Cobra. Its implementation, performance for typical problems and various
improvements are presented in Section 3 while Section 4 provides concluding remarks. We use standard notation: matrix A 2 Cnn has singular value decomposition
A  U RV  , where the unitary matrix U (resp. V) contains the left (resp. right) singular vectors, R is the diagonal matrix of singular values whose minimum value is
denoted by rmin and the corresponding left and right singular vectors by umin and
vmin .
2. Path following and pseudospectra
Numerical path following is a powerful tool in many areas of numerical mathematics. Predictor±corrector path following 1 proceeds as follows: initially, a point
lying on the curve is computed; then the curve is traced by repeating: (i) a prediction
step, during which a point ~zk along the general direction of traversal is computed,
and (ii) a correction step during which one or more iterations are applied to correct ~zk
to zk 2 oK A. The prediction is achieved using an Euler predictor, i.e., a step in the
direction of the tangent to the curve, and the correction by means of Newton iteration. The originality of Br
uhl's contribution was his use of path following to
compute oK A. Given , the goal is to numerically approximate the boundary
1

For the remainder of this paper we will assume that whenever we refer to path following, we refer to the
predictor±corrector variety.
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oK A of the -pseudospectrum K A. For this, we need to have knowledge of the
dierential properties of oK A. By de®nition, the curve is implicitly de®ned by
the equation g z  , where g x; y : rmin x  iyI A. As in [4], we identify the
complex plane C with R2 and identify with slight abuse of notation
g z  g x  iy  g x; y. Key is the following result ([8, Section 4.2] and references
therein):
Theorem 1. Let z  x  iy 2 C n K A. Then g x; y is real analytic in a neighborhood
of x; y, if rmin x  iyI A is a simple singular value. The gradient of g x; y is equal
to
rg x; y  R vmin umin ; I vmin umin   vmin umin ;
where umin and vmin denote the left and right singular vectors corresponding to rmin .
We denote Br
uhl's path-following algorithm by PF and listed in in Table 1.
The correction phase is implemented with Newton iteration along the direction of
steepest ascent dk  rg ~zk . Theorem 1 provides the formula for the computation of
the gradient of rmin zI A . The various parameters needed to implement the
main steps of the procedure can be found in [4].
Unlike typical prediction±correction, the prediction direction rk in PF is taken
orthogonal to the previous correction direction dk 1 ; this is in order to avoid an
additional (expensive) triplet evaluation. Each Newton iteration at a point z requires
the computation of the singular triplet rmin ; umin ; vmin  of zI A. This is the dominant cost per step and determines the total cost of the algorithm; see also Section
2.1.4. Computational experience in [4] indicates that a single Newton step is sucient
to obtain an adequate correction. What makes PF so appealing is that by tracing
oK A it replaces a computation over a prede®ned two dimensional grid Xh with a
computation over points on the pseudospectrum boundary. PF, however, also suers
from numerical and computational weaknesses. The former class of weaknesses were
already described in [4] and might cause failure or incomplete termination of the
algorithm; see Figs. 6(left) and 7(left). In the ®rst case, there are locations where the
pseudospectrum boundary has steep turns; these cause the curve tracing algorithm to
Table 1
The original PF algorithm [4]
Algorithm. PF
(*Initialization: *)
Transform A to upper Hessenberg form and set k  0.
Find initial point z0 2 oK A
repeat
(* Prediction phase *)
Determine rk 2 C; krk k  1, steplength sk and set ~zk  zk 1  sk rk .
(* Correction phase *)
Correct along dk 2 C; kdk k  1 by setting zk  ~zk  hk dk where hk is some steplength.
until termination.
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lose its track or retrace its own steps. In the second case, there are segments of the
curve that are nearby; it may then happen that the algorithm will jump from one part
of the curve to the other, thus producing wrong results. One remedy would be to
keep the steplength sk suciently small to capture the detail of the curve; in the
absence of dynamic stepsize adjustment, however, this strategy can be very expensive
as its cost is determined by the minimum steplength required to avoid failure at the
most dicult parts of the curve. [4] only mentions as ways to address these problems,
the use of heuristics for dynamic steplength adaptation and the application of a
small, local version of the standard GRID method at those points problematic to
path following. Cobra is a derivative of the latter idea. The last diculty is that if we
rely on a single run of path following, we will miss components of non-simply
connected pseudospectra. We do not discuss this any further but note that it can be
overcome either by searching for all the components (in sequence or in parallel) or by
combining path following with special strategies for locating the dierent components. Regarding the computational weaknesses, we already saw that the solution of
problem PSe is expensive and motivates the use of parallel processing. GRID, of
course, oers abundant ``embarassing'' large-grain parallelism. We can assign, for
example, one or more gridpoints to each processor and let them compute the corresponding rmin ; see experiments in [6,3]. Unfortunately, no computations are
avoided: each processor performs O n2 =p computations, even though we are only
interested at those points z where rmin zI A  . Algorithm PF reduces the
number of necessary rmin computations from quadratic to linear in the number of
points on oK A. A careful observation of the algorithm, however, reveals that the
only opportunity for parallelism is in the computation of the singular triplets. Unless
the matrix size is very large, however, this task is expected to oer only moderate
speedups [5]. We also mention that an obvious method for extracting parallelism
from PF is to apply it to obtain oK A for several values of . This can be done by
running one instance of the method per value of . We note that a weakness of this is
that the amount of parallelism it entails depends on the number of values of  that
are of interest. Since this approach can also be used to introduce further parallelism
in the method we are about to describe, we do not discuss it further. From now on,
we concentrate on solving (a single instance of) PSe.
2.1. The Cobra algorithm
In this section, we present an ecient parallel algorithm that expands the basic
ideas of predictor±corrector path following into a robust scheme for the construction
of oK A. Assuming that a point zpiv
k 1 2 oK A that we name pivot of the current
step is already available, Cobra proceeds in three phases. The ®rst mimics PF and
uses prediction±correction to determine a support point, say zsup
on K A. The
k
second phase consists of two steps. The ®rst uses the current pivot and support
points in order to compute m initial approximations fj;0 ; j  1; . . . ; m for oK A.
The second step performs corrections in this initial group in order to obtain acceptable approximations zik 2 oK A; i  1; . . . ; m. The third phase uses a selection
procedure to mark one of the zik 2 oK A; i  1; . . . ; m as the next pivot. Fig. 2
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Fig. 2. Position of pivot zpiv
zk , support zsup
k , ®rst-order predictors fj;0 and corrected
k 1 , initial prediction ~
points zik . The ®gure is not in the proper scale since in general h^  H .

illustrates the procedure. We next describe some of the design issues; for more details
see [2].
2.1.1. Calculation of initial point and support points
This segment of the algorithm is identical with that used by the original PF algorithm. We seek a straight line crossing oK A as well as its point of intersection
with the curve. The procedure is formally stated as follows. We seek a solution of the
equation f h  g k  hd   0 on the line k  hd, where k; d 2 C; jdj  1,
h 2 R; and k; d are ®xed. If we assume that h0  0 and that g is dierentiable at k
and rg k  vmin umin 6 0, then the ®rst iterate h1 is de®ned by h1  h0
f h0 =f 0 h0   g k =f 0 0. Theorem 1 shows that g k  rmin and
f 0 0  R dvmin umin , where umin and vmin are the minimum singular vectors of
kI A. Therefore, the next point is determined by hk1  hk
rmin =
R dvmin umin  and zk1  k  hk1 d. The fact that the pseudospectrum is symmetric
with respect to the real axis when the matrix is real was exploited in the literature in
order to halve the cost of its computation. The following lemma shows that in the
real case, there is is additional information that the procedure for ®nding the ®rst
point can exploit.
Lemma 2. Let A 2 Rnn . Then the following hold.
1. There exists ^ > 0 such that for all  P ^, the real axis will intersect at least one
component of oK A.
2. If n is odd, then for any  > 0 the real axis will intersect at least one component of
oK A.
3. If the matrix has only non-negative elements, then for any  > 0 the real axis will
intersect at least one component of oK A. This component corresponds to the
eigenvalue of A whose magnitude equals the spectral radius of A.
Proof. We ®rst note that pseudospectra are nested around the eigenvalues, that is,
K A  K0 A  K1 A  K2 A for 1 < 2 . Item (1) follows from the fact that we
can always ®nd E 2 Cnn such that A  E has at least one real eigenvalue, so we can
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use   kEk. Item (2) holds since when n is odd, the characteristic polynomial of A
will have at least one real root. Item (3) follows from standard theory of non-negative matrices. 
For all these cases, the ®rst point in the path following procedure can be computed without using complex arithmetic by forcing the search for the ®rst point on
the real axis. A side bene®t of a real starting point is that the algorithm will ®rst
traverse all the points of the segment of oK A that lie in one half plane, after which
it can stop because of the symmetry of oK A. Cobra, like PF, computes each time
only that component of the pseudospectrum containing the initial point. To compute
the support point zsup
k , we employ the same prediction±correction scheme as in PF.
The correction step is performed using a single step of Newton iteration while the
^
predictor uses a small stepsize h.
2.1.2. Determination of starting values fj;0 and computation of zjk 2 oK A,
j  1; . . . ; m
At the neighborhood of the current pivot zpiv
k 1 , the curve oK A is approximated
by a ®rst-order predictor, that is a straight line segment dk such that zpiv
k 1 2 dk . The
sup
direction of dk is determined by zpiv
and
the
current
support
point
z
k . The line
k 1
piv
segment extends from zk 1 along dk and for a prede®ned ``cobra neck'' length H. The
line segment is discretized using m equidistant points fj;0 ; j  1; . . . ; m so that
fj;0  zpiv
k 1  jh, where h  H =m is the internal steplength for this phase. A correction
procedure based on Newton iterations leads from the initial to the (approximate)
points of the pseudospectrum curve, i.e., fj;0 ! zjk . These iterations are independent
from each other and can be computed in parallel. Based on the constraints for the
correction paths, we implemented two types of corrections. The ®rst one we call
constrained and denote by VH.C (vertical±horizontal correction); in this, the correction directions are parallel to the real or imaginary axes; Let zk  xk ; yk  2 C be a
generic point and zsup
a support point, then we choose the search lines of the cork
rection step to be horizontal or vertical depending on the value of jxk ~xk j. We have
that
rmin 
and fj;s1  fj;s  eiw hs1 ;
hs1  hs sign w
R eiw vmin umin 
where w  0 (resp. w  p=2) when we choose the horizontal (resp. vertical) direction
and the sign function satis®es sign 0  1; h0  0 and rmin ; umin ; vmin  is the triplet
corresponding to the point fj;s . The second correction scheme we call unconstrained
and denote by SD.C (steepest±direction correction); in this, corrections lie along the
path of steepest descent for the error. Note that this is the same strategy used in the
®rst phase of Cobra as well as in PF, except that here several corrections can be
performed concurrently. Further details of both methods can be found in [2]. The
above algorithm can be modi®ed without much diculty and few extra computations to use second-order information to predict the starting points fj;0 . In general,
these points cannot be far from zpiv
k 1 . The (cobra neck) length H  mh depends on the
curve, which is not known a priori; in our implementation H was a moderate
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multiple of the steplength h^ used in the ®rst phase. When all independent iterations
terminate according to some stopping criterion, the process returns m new point
approximations to oK . We then set zjk
fj;sj ; j  1; . . . ; m, where sj denotes the
number of correction steps performed for point fj;0 . As was done in PF, we also
enforced sj  1.
2.1.3. Selection of next pivot
piv
sup 1
m
This is formally implemented as zpiv
k  U zk 1 ; zk ; zk ; . . . ; zk . In our implemenm
tation, U selects the point zk . In general, we can consider a strategy for selecting the
next pivot point according to the distance from zk 1 and the relative error of each
point. The criterion is general enough to allow the return of points as far back as
piv
zpiv
k 1 , if the iterations within the cobra neck are not successful, or even zk 1 if both
prediction±correction phases fail (in which case the procedure stalls until we modify
the stepsizes). The steps of Cobra are summarized in Table 2. Using the notation
established above, we tabulate the points that are computed during step k of Cobra,
assuming pivot zpiv
k 1 is available.
Notation

Point on oK A?

Type of point

Cobra phase

~zk
zsup
k
f1;0 ; . . . ; fm;0
zjk
fj;sj
zpiv
k

±
Yes
±
Yes
Yes

Predicted
Corrected support
Predicted
Corrected
Pivot selected by U

1st phase
1st phase
1st step, 2nd phase
2nd step, 2nd phase
3d phase

We already saw that the second phase of Cobra oers large-grain parallelism.
The three-phase approach has additional advantages. The ®rst phase is used to
obtain the chordal direction linking the pivot and support points. For this, we can
use a stepsize h^ that is small enough to capture the necessary detail of the curve and
Table 2
The Cobra algorithm
Algorithm [Cobra]
(* 0. Initialization *)
0.1. Transform A to upper Hessenberg form and set k  0.
0.2. Find initial point zpiv
0
repeat
(* 1. First prediction-correction phase *)
1.1. Set k  k  1 and predict ~zk .
1.2. Correct using Newton and compute zsup
k .
(* 2. Second prediction-correction phase *)
2.1. Predict f1;0 ; . . . ; fm;0 .
2.2. Correct using Newton and compute z1k ; . . . ; zmk .
(* 3. Third phase: Pivot selection *)
Determine next pivot zpiv
k using U.
until termination.
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also be close to the tangential direction. Nevertheless, the chordal direction is often
better for our purpose: for instance, if for points in the neighborhood of the current
pivot oK A is downwards convex and lies below the tangent, then the predicted
m
points ffj;0 gj1 lie closer to oK A than if we had chosen them along the tangent. We
also note that Cobra oers a hybrid of PF with GRID. Unlike PF, however, the
runtime of the algorithm is not adversely aected if h^ is small. Instead, it is the cobra
neck size H that acts as the eective stepsize. Finally, the selection procedure gives us
the opportunity to reject one or more points. In the rare cases that the parallel
corrections all fail, this could even return the support or pivot points; cf. Section
^
2.1.3. This would be equivalent to performing one step of PF with (small) stepsize h.
As illustrated in Section 3, these characteristics make Cobra signi®cantly more
robust than PF.
2.1.4. Complexity
Let Ctriplet and CSVD denote, respectively the average costs of computing the
minimum singular triplet and full SVD of a complex upper Hessenberg matrix of
order n over all gridpoints of the domain. We approximate the cost of each
Newton iteration by the cost of a triplet computation Ctriplet . Let the number of
k
Newton iterations conducted during the prediction phase be s0 and let the number
of correction iterations conducted at step k be denoted by the m-tuple
k
s1 ; . . . ; smk . Then the cost during step k (excluding the initialization) is
Pm k
k
cost of Cobra, excluding initializations, is
s0  j1 sj C
Pm total
Ptripletk. The
k
CCobra  Ctriplet k s0  j1 sj , where the outer sum is taken over the pivot
points. We separate the term s0 to emphasize that the corrections are performed
only after the prediction phase has terminated; this aects the parallel implementation. Enforcing a single Newton iteration, the total sequential cost per step becomes 1  mCtriplet . Consider a computational system that employs p 6 m tasks
running concurrently on p processors to compute the singular triplets necessary
during the correction phase. Equidistributing gridpoints to processors, the total
cost of one step of Cobra is approximately 1  dmpeCtriplet . A more detailed approximation has to take into account the fact that Cobra presents opportunities
for parallelism at several levels. We are interested primarily in the large-grain
parallelism, available when correcting fj;0 ! zjk for each k  1; . . . ; m; and the medium-grain parallelism available in each singular triplet evaluation. To model at this
level we have to modify Ctriplet to re¯ect the cost of computing the triplet on a
parallel system. We consider a model system organized in loosely coupled clusters,
each cluster containing a number of tightly coupled processors; we use L; p to
denote the system con®guration, where L is the number of clusters and p the
number of processors per cluster. We assume that the cost of exchanging information between processors within each cluster (e.g., a shared memory multiprocessor) is very small and can be ignored. Restricting the algorithm to perform one
Newton iteration, the cost per Cobra step is modeled by
lmm
CCobra-step  Ctriplet;pL 
Ctriplet;p ;
L
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where Ctriplet;p denotes the cost of the triplet computation on a single cluster of p
processors. We note that the complexity of the triplet computations depends on
whether we use a general algorithm that computes all triplets anyway (and not only
the minimum one) or whether we apply a special algorithm that targets only the
minimum triplet. For reasons of accuracy, our primary concern in this paper is the
former, which carries a complexity of O n3 . This is by far the largest cost in all
phases of the algorithm. We now assume that Ctriplet;pL  ctriplet;pL  rtriplet;L . The
term rtriplet;L is due to the communication overhead involved in running the triplet
computation on L clusters while the term ctriplet;pL is due to the computational and
other costs of running the code on p  L processors. If we do not exploit the intercluster parallelism, the term Ctriplet;pL is replaced by Ctriplet;p . We next consider the
in¯uence of communication in each phase of Cobra under the assumption that each
cluster is responsible for the triplet and SVD computations corresponding to the
points zjk assigned to its processors. For the purposes of this discussion, we designate
one of the clusters as root or master. What remains is to specify how to implement
phase 1: to avoid communication, we force it to execute on the root cluster. The
remaining clusters can be used for other tasks. In that case, the data that need to be
exchanged between clusters are at the end of step 1.2, the ``broadcast'' of zsup
to all
k
clusters, at the end of step 2.2 the ``gather'' of zjk ; j  1; . . . ; m by the root cluster, and
at the end of phase 3 the broadcast of the new pivot to all clusters. It is clear that
resulting amount of communication across clusters is small. Even less communication is required if we decide to have all clusters replicate the ®rst phase of the
computation. This work is redundant so we do it only if the other clusters have
nothing else to do. The eect is that the broadcast of the support point at the end of
step 1.2 becomes unnecessary. In summary, the communication required is at most
the broadcast and gather of O m data elements across the clusters. Remembering
the fact that the computational costs for the Newton and triplet or SVD calculations
can range from O n to O n3  and that n  m, it follows that communication is
really insigni®cant and can be ignored in our discussion, unless we decide to perform
the ®rst phase across clusters, in which case we need to add the rtriplet;L to the cost.
We next compare the above cost with that of the original path following method.
Enforcing a single Newton iteration per step, the approximate cost per step of PF is
CPF-step  Ctriplet;pL . Therefore, the total cost of PF relative to that of Cobra is
P
CPF
PF-steps Ctriplet;pL
;
P
CCobra
Cobra-steps Ctriplet ; p  L  dm=LeCtriplet;p 
which simpli®es to CPF =CCobra   NCtriplet;L = N =m Ctriplet;L  Ctriplet;1  if (as is the
case in the experiments that follow) m  L; p  1 and we use the same number of
points, say N (a multiple of m) to build the curve both in Cobra and PF. As long as
we are not in a region of superlinear speedup, we can safely assume that the cost of a
triplet computation on L processors is at best L times faster than the triplet computation on a single processor, and at worst equal to it. Therefore Ctriplet ; 1=
L 6 Ctriplet;L 6 Ctriplet;1 and it follows from above that the speedup of Cobra over PF is
bounded by m= m  1 6 CPF =CCobra  6 m=2.
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The above analysis shows that m, the number of gridpoints on the cobra neck,
determines the amount of large-grain parallelism available in Cobra entirely due to
path following and that the maximum speedup for Cobra over PF on p  L  m
processors is m=2. Clearly, as the number of points on the cobra neck m increases,
the better use we expect to make of an increased number of processors. This implies
that the algorithm is extremely well suited for obtaining oK A at very ®ne resolutions. It is fair to mention, however, that since the neck length H cannot be arbitrarily large, there is an upper bound to the number of points that are needed to
adequately represent oK A. This appears to limit the amount of large-grain parallelism that can be obtained in the second phase of Cobra; the problem is naturally
resolved as the size of the matrix increases by the work created during the triplet
calculations. In summary, any growth of m or n rapidly increases the availability of
large and medium grain parallelism.

3. Numerical experiments
We next conduct experiments to test and validate our previous discussion. GRID is
bound to be more expensive than the path following methods, and hence it is not
considered any further. The machine used in our studies was a non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) parallel architecture, namely, the popular SGI Origin 2000. The
con®guration installed at the University of Patras had 8 MIPS R10000 processors
and a total of 768 MB of RAM with 1 MB cache memory per processor running the
IRIX 6.4 OS. The codes were written in MIPS POWER Fortran 90. We used the
LAPACK implementation oered by the manufacturer's sgicomplib as well as its
parallel version included in system library sgicomplib_mp. Our implementation
exploits both levels of parallelism described above. The parallel implementation of
the prediction phase is straightforward, since we can use the parallel version of the
LAPACK routines that compute the SVD. The correction phase was performed by
allocating p processors for each of the m triplets, thus computing m=L concurrently.
As the running version of the O/S did not permit nested parallel calls, we did not use
cluster-type organization and assumed p  1 and L  8 throughout. Our implementation used library calls to evaluate SVDs in the prediction phase and concurrent
calls to single processor SVDs for the multiple correction phase. The directives and
assertions !$DOACROSS and !*$* ASSERT CONCURRENTCALL were used to enable
better parallelization. The ¯ags used to compile the code were -O3, -mips4, -mp.
These determined the optimization level, use of R10000 code and enabled parallelism. To measure wall clock runtime, the code segments under consideration were
instrumented by enclosing them between calls to the Fortran 90 subroutine system_clock. For the purposes of this study, we used dense matrix methods. Since
we did not want to consider here the eects of any inaccuracies in the computation of
the singular triplets (resulting say from the use of inverse iteration), in the experiments of this section, we restricted ourselves to the most robust LAPACK routines
coordinated by module zgesvd [1].
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We tested our methods on non-normal matrices from [7]: (i) the upper triangular
matrix kahan with elements akk  sk 1 and akj  sk 1 c when j > k, where
sn 1  0:1 and s2  c2  1 [9]; (ii) the pentadiagonal Toeplitz matrix grcar
A  Toeplitz  1; 1; 1; 1; 1, where the underlined element is in the main diagonal; (iii) matrix smoke (complex) that has unit elements in the superdiagonal and in
position n; 1, powers of roots of unity along the diagonal and zero everywhere else.
The next two matrices are special cases of matrix pentoep n; a; b; c; d; e, de®ned as
the pentadiagonal matrix A  Toeplitz a; b; c; d; e and take their names from
the shape of their pseudospectrum when n  32; (iv) fish de®ned by
pentoep n; 0; 1=2; 1; 1; 1; (v) propeller de®ned by pentoep n; 0; 1=2; 0; 0; 1.
The matrices in categories (i±v) are already in Hessenberg form, therefore Hessenberg reduction was unnecessary.
3.1. Performance of Cobra: timings, accuracy, robustness
We ®rst show that Cobra works correctly and compare its performance with PF.
Parallelism in PF is exploited at the level of the SVD computation; to this end we
used the appropriate module from library sgicomplib_mp. Our ®rst experiment is
with kahan and   10 1 . All eight processors of the system were utilized to solve
the problem. Our timings were based on version VH.C of Cobra. Since we enforce a
single Newton step in both the prediction and correction phases of Cobra, we expect
similar runtimes for SD.C and VH.C. Both PF and Cobra successfully compute
oK A. The timings applied to matrices of order n  100; 200; 300, and 400 using
m  8 gridpoints for the cobra neck are depicted in Fig. 3(left). Both Cobra and PF
computed the same number of points on oK A. The distance between gridpoints
was set to around 10 2 . The exact number of points for each of the above problem

–

–

–

–

Fig. 3. (Left) Runtime for Cobra (VH.C) and PF when applied on kahan; (right) relative errors for
Cobra VH.C and PF applied on kahan of order n  50 with   10 2 . The x-axis is the x-coordinate of
oK A. The dotted top curve is the PF error; h^  0:025; h  0:008; H  0:064.
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Table 3
Performance of PF and Cobra using   10
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2

Matrix

Order n

Total points N

PF time (s)

Cobra time (s)

Speedup

fish

100
200

1620
1620

450
4473

125
1235

3.6
3.6

propeller

100
200

1215
1620

405
4502

113
1305

3.6
3.5

sizes were N  320; 432; 560 and 640. The ®gure shows that Cobra achieves signi®cantly better parallel performance than PF. Table 3 presents timings for plotting
oK A for other test matrices when   10 2 . The number of points was chosen so
that both algorithms return an accurate plot. The resulting speedups of Cobra over
PF are close to 4, which is the upper bound predicted by our model (analysis at the
end of Section 2.1.4) in the case of a system with eight processors, modeled by
L; p  8; 1 with m  L. We note that N is quite large, which means that we obtain
oK A at ®ne resolution.
It was already noted in [4] that PF is more accurate than GRID. We next compare
the accuracy of Cobra and PF for kahan with n  50 and   10 2 whose
pseudospectrum level curves were plotted in Fig. 1. We ®rst applied PF and the
VH.C and SD.C versions of Cobra. Fig. 3(right) shows the relative error
jrmin zI A j= at points z 2 oK A computed with VH.C for Cobra and PF.
We exploit symmetry and consider the error only at points lying below the real axis.
We observe that at all parts of the boundary curve the relative error of Cobra is
at worst comparable to that of PF and that in general, Cobra returns more accurate
results. Similar results, depicted in [2], demonstrate that SD.C Cobra obtains almost
the same accuracy as VH.C. The sawtoothed shape of the error for Cobra is due to
the fact that at each iteration of Cobra, the smallest error is achieved at the point
lying closest to the pivot and support points (this is typically z1k ), while the error is
larger as that distance increases. We next investigate the errors for grcar of order
n  50. Fig. 4 shows the computed pseudospectrum curve corresponding to   10 2
(left) and the relative error achieved by Cobra SD.C. The largest relative error is
observed in the neighborhood of sharp turns (parts 1 and 2). We observe that these
local peaks die o quickly; overall, Cobra still returns a satisfactory approximation
of the pseudospectrum. Fig. 5 depicts Cobra's behavior near the `dicult' parts 1
and 2.
We next compare with PF for grcar with n  64 and   10 2 . Fig. 6(left) shows
that PF with stepsize s  0:025 fails while the right ®gure depicts the results from
Cobra with neck size H and stepsizes h^  0:015; h  0:015. It is clear that Cobra is
able to capture the pseudospectrum whereas PF fails near the steep turns. This experiment also shows the advantage of the three-phase strategy. In particular, we note
that PF is successful for s  0:015; however, these steps are executed sequentially,
whereas when we use this small stepsize in Cobra we sweep a length of H  0:12 per
step. Since each Cobra step costs two PF steps, Cobra achieves the predicted
speedup of m=2  4. The previous examples also show that neither version of Cobra
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Fig. 4. (Left) oK A for grcar with n  50 and   10 2 computed using Cobra SD.C; (right) relative
error of oK A computed using Cobra SD.C for grcar with n  50 and   10 2 .
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–

–

–
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–

–

–
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Fig. 5. Logarithm of relative error for parts 1±2 of oK A of grcar with n  50 and   10
puted by Cobra SD.C.

2

as com-

achieves uniformly better relative error, even though in most cases VH.C appears to
be better. We next use smoke with n  64 and   10 5 . Here the diculty stems
from the fact that in the neighborhood of z  1 there are nearby segments of oK .
These signify clustering of more than one singular values near the minimum rmin . It
was noted in [4] that PF is likely to jump from one component to the other at those
locations, unless a very small stepsize is used; see Fig. 7(left). We experimented with
dierent stepsizes and were able to achieve a satisfactory approximation of the
pseudospectrum using PF and over N  600 steps and SVDs. Our results using
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Fig. 6. Approximation of oK A for grcar with n  64 and   10
(right) Cobra SD.C; H  0:12; h^  0:015; h  0:015.

using (left) PF and s  0:025;
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2
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Fig. 7. Approximation of oK A for smoke with n  64 and   10 5 ; (left) using PF and s  0:025;
(right) using Cobra (VH.C); h^  0:015, h  0:0075 and H  0:06.

Cobra with neck size H  0:06 and stepsizes h^  0:015; h  0:0075 are depicted in
Fig. 7(right). There were 232 Cobra steps, each step performing 1 + 8 triplet computations for a total of 9  232  2088 triplets. Since each step of Cobra costs about
the same as two steps of PF, in the same amount of time PF would have performed
only 464 steps. In fact, PF would have required approximately 8  232  1856 steps
and triplet evaluations in order to create oK A using the same number of points as
^ that is the internal stepsize of the grid
Cobra. We also note that Cobra used h < h,
was smaller than the stepsize for the ®rst phase predictor. However, Cobra is much
faster than PF since it worked with neck length H  0:06. In comparison, PF using
an even smaller steplength (s  0:025) was not successful. We conclude that Cobra
returns a good approximation to oK A at a much smaller parallel cost than PF.
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3.2. Performance improvements
The analysis of Section 2.1.4 highlighted two potential areas of performance
improvement: (1) for problems of medium size with general matrices, when we use
the standard non-iterative algorithm implemented by LAPACK or MATLAB, we
pay for unnecessary computations. This is because these implementations follow an
``all or nothing'' approach: either no or all singular vectors are computed; (2) the cost
analysis showed that when the neck contains m gridpoints and we use m processors,
the maximum potential speedup for Cobra over PF is m=2. This is 50% of the
``perfect'' speedup and is due to the predictor step.
Regarding item (2), we have found that in several cases an explicit predictor step is
not necessary; instead, one can select the pivot and support points from those points
on oK A that were computed previously. When this works, Cobra can reach
perfect speedup relative to PF. We do not discuss this further but concentrate on
item (1). Our experiments till now computed singular triplets with LAPACK's
zgesvd. To lower the cost we have followed an approach proposed by Van Huel
(see [11]) for computing selected triplets. Its key ingredients are: (i) the delayed
computation of singular vectors and (ii) partial bidiagonalization. We thus modi®ed
Van Huel's Partial SVD (PSVD) code (available from Netlib) in order to make it
suitable for our environment: the necessary modules were rewritten for double
precision complex arithmetic and segments of the code were replaced with calls to
BLAS and LAPACK routines from SGI's complib. We designed two versions of
PSVD: the ®rst utilized only the delayed computation ``trick'' while the second also
used partial bidiagonalization. Our implementations exploit an additional feature of
the problem. Since we are only interested in the minimum singular triplet, we can
avoid all computations related to umin ; instead, we ®rst compute vmin and then use

Fig. 8. Runtime for Cobra: with full SVD (M), with delayed re¯ector accumulation (), with delayed
re¯ector accumulation and partial bidiagonalization (+). The matrix is kahan and   10 1 .
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Table 4
Performance of Cobra,   10
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2a

Matrix

Order

Total points
N

Cobra +
full SVD

Cobra +
PSVD(1)

Cobra +
PSVD(1,2)

Speedup

fish

100
200

1620
1620

125 s
1235

123 s
962

27 s
198

4.6
6.2

propeller

100
200

1215
1620

113
1305

98
997

21
184

5.4
7.1

a
Col. 4 uses full SVD, col. 5 uses PSVD with delayed re¯ector accumulation, col. 6 uses partial bidiagonalization. Col. 7 shows speedups of col. 6 over col. 4.

relation H zIvmin  rmin umin . This trick further reduces the cost since it replaces
the accumulation of elementary transformations of umin with a single matrix vector
multiplication. We ran the resulting codes using the same data we used in Section 3.1
above and compared with the results we obtained earlier. Fig. 8 consists of the same
data used for Fig. 3 supplemented with the two versions of the algorithm described
above. Similarly, Table 4 compares the Cobra timings presented in Table 3 together
with the runtime from the two versions of PSVD. The results clearly demonstrate the
signi®cant timing improvements obtained when Cobra (or PF) is implemented using
a cost eective algorithm for computing the minimum triplets. We also mention that
the numerical results of the ®rst version of the Cobra PSVD approach and standard
Cobra were practically identical, whereas the results diered somewhat when both
PSVD tricks were applied.

4. Concluding remarks: towards the eective computation of pseudospectra
We have shown that Cobra can be very eective for solving the pseudospectrum
problem PSe, particularly when we demand a ®ne resolution for the construction of
the boundary. Interesting research issues arise. Some concern Cobra strategies (e.g.,
second-order information to predict new points, analytical estimates of accuracy,
etc.) for which we point to forthcoming reports at the same URL for the extended
version of this paper. Another area, pursued by Bertrand and Philippe, is to use
residue calculus to count eigenvalues. Cobra could also pro®t from adaptive stepsize
selection, but the need is much less acute than in PF. Another area is to extend
Cobra to bring geometry-based parallelism into other path following applications.
Even though Cobra is much less susceptible to failure than PF, problems could still
occur at points of non-dierentiability of K A and it is worth exploring techniques
to handle this. We saw that PSVD speeds up Cobra signi®cantly; it would be interesting to examine alternative methods for selected triple computation as well.
Cobra of course does not solve all possible problems in pseudospectra computations. The cost could still become prohibitive for large matrices; iterative methods for
computing the minimum triplets would then become necessary. Cobra can also be
combined with resolvent norm estimates. These possibilities suggest that the most
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eective approach would be a polyalgorithm that would extract useful information
about the input matrix and the available computational resources and would then
construct an optimal method from components such as Cobra.
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